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Abstract: This paper presents the parameters mismatch model of threshold voltage for the narrow and short

channel MOSFET in CMOS technologies. The arrays of MOSFET of different sizes up to 12 different

transistor sizes were implemented in the same chip with varying transistors width W and length L.The

parameters mismatch model of threshold voltage is introduced capaciable short channel and narrow channel

also the effect of Drain Induced Barrier (DIBL). The model is based on splitting the contribution of the short

channel correction parameter , narrow channel effect parameter and DIBL coefficient parameter.The

mismatch parameters of this model are extracted and tested for a wide range of transistor sizes. It is

observed that the threshold voltage predicted by the mismatch model equation is very closely the measured

characteristics. 
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INTRODUCTION

The threshold voltage is one of the most important

parameters of MOSFET transistors and its affected by

many different effectes when the devices are scale down

to submicron . The relationship between the threshold

voltage (     ) and the substrate bias deviate from the

first order square root dependence as the devive

dimensions are scale down.This is mainly because the

built-in potential depends logarithmically on the

substrate doping which is scaled uo proportionally with

the dimensions. This feature is modeled by decouping

the effect of channel length, channel with and a static

feedback from drain to gate. Each of feature is enable

by speciflying the parameter XJ, DELTA and ETA

respectively.

The short channel effect, the decrease of        as

the channel length is scaled down and modeled by

Dang’s[1]

The narrow channel effect, he increase of          as

the channel width is scaled down, is model by taking

into account the extra bulk charge at the edge of the

channel such as the existance of field implant and non-

planarity due to the LOCOS process.The parameter

DELTA is introduced.

The static feedback effect can be explained as a

Drain Induced Barrier (DIBL) which linearly

proportional to        .A constant of this term is

inversely the oxide capacitance and the cube of the

channel length. The parameter ETA is introduced.

The Threshold Mismatch Model: The threshold

voltage in Level 3 model which sums up the above

feature  is given below. For big MOSFET (large W,

large L),      –> 1,       –>  0 . In short channel with

applied  hight  drain voltage, the depletion width at

drain becomes significant compared to the effective

channel length, resulting in a reduction of the channel

potential barrier(Drain Induce Barrier Lowering or

DIBL).

       = 

          (1)

(8 -) NMOS, (9 +) PMOS

      =

          (2)

     =           (3)
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   =           (4)

SF   = correction factor for short channel effect

 = 

           (5)

PW  = depletion layer width of plane junction

 =             (6)

CW   = depletion layer width of cylindrical junction

P = 0.0631 XJ + 0.80132 W -0.01110 

NF  = correction factor for a narrow channel

DF  =           (7)

DF  = coefficient of static feedback

 =            (8)

TOwhere V  is a zero bias threshold voltage of a big

FB iMOSFET. V  is aflate band voltage. D  is a threshold

voltage adjust dose. Ö  is a surface potential. Nsub is a

substrate  concentration.  ni  is an intrinsic concentration

ox= 1.1×10 cm . ã is a bulk threshold parameter. C  is10 -3

sian oxide thickness per unit area. g  is a permittivity of

silicon dioxide. LD is a channel length reduction.

DELTA is a narrow channel effect on the threshold

BSvoltage.ETA is a DIBL coefficient. V  is a reverse bias

eff effbody and source terminal. W  and L  are effective

channel width and effective channel length respectively.

Experiment Details:

Threshold Voltage M easurements: The threshold

voltage measurement has been done on a transistor array

of different size was fabricated in the 0.8 um CMOS

process at Thai MicroElectronics Center (TMEC).

Transistor width are W=10mm, 3mm, 1.5mm, 1.2mm,

1.0mm, 0.8mm, while length was constant at 40 mm. for

L-array MOSFET .Transistor length were L=10mm,

3mm, 1.2mm, 1.0mm, 0.8mm, 0.6mm, while width was

constant at 40 mm for W -array M O SFE T

respectively.The layout of W-array and L-array shown

in fig.1.

The most common threshold voltage measurement

method is the linear extraploation method using the

DS G Smaximum slope technique of I  & V   which the drain

current is measured as a function of gate voltage at low

drain voltage of typically 100 mV to ensured the

D S G Soperation in linear region. Hence the I  versus V  is

D Sextrapolated at I  = 0 and the threshold voltage is

determined from the extrapolated or intercepted gate

G S TH G S D Svoltage V  by V  = V  - 0.5V . Fig. 2. show the

threshold extraction of MOSFET. It is common to find

D S G Sthe maximum slope on the I  versus V  by a

maiximum transcomductance,

gm = 

M ismatch Parameter Extraction: A mismatch

characterizations has been done on a transistor array of

D S G Sdifference size were measured by I  & V  curve with

BS D SV  = 0 V. and V  = 0.1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 V.

1ETA, The Static Feedback Extraction: The static

THfeedback parameter ETA is extract out of the V

D Sdifference at difference V  valued measured on a very

THshort channel MOSFET. The V  has a linear relation

DS THwith V  value by equation (8). By plotting the V

D Sversus difference V   values one get a straight line with

DF  of a slope. To prevent the parasitic effect such as

RDS, velocity saturation, the threshold voltage

difference  is  extracted in the subthreshold region or

D S G Slow current level of I  & V  curve.

DELTA, The Width Effect on Threshold Voltage:

The coefficient of the width effect on threshold voltage

BSat constant V  has relates inversely to the channel width

THby equation (7). By plotting the V  versus 1/W, find

THthe slope of V  versus 1/W .The DELTA can be find

by the following realtion.

DELTA = 

XJ, The Short Channel Effect on Threshold Voltage:

THThe V  rool-off for short channel MOSFET is

simulated by the parameter XJ. The parameter XJ is in

fact a fysical value but by doing a few iteration on the

TH THV  for difference XJ value a better V  rool-off for

short channel MOSFET can be found.By using rather

wide MOSFET  and the fact that these MOSFET are 
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Fig .1: Layout design (a) L-array  (b) W-array.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

D S G SFig .2: I  and gm versus V .

THFig. 3: Measured versus predicted mismatch model of V  for L-array MOS.

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

THFig. 4: Measured versus predicted mismatch model of V  for short channel MOSFET.

THFig. 5: Measured versus predicted mismatch model of V  for W-array MOSFET.

Table 1:  The mismatch parameter of threshold voltage of NM OS and PMOS.

Parameter NM OS PM OS Unit

XJ 0.2×10 0.2×10 m-6 -6

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DELTA 1.61 1.0 -

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ETA 1.87×10 2.0×10 --2 -2
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BSmeasured in the linear region and at V  value of 0 V

THthe iteration on the V  is simplifies to 

THV  = 

Experiment Results: The mismatch parameters of the

threshold voltage of MOSFET on the narrow and short

channel from extraction were listed in Table 1.

THFig. 3. compare the measured value of V  by the

effect of XJ,with those predicted mismatch parameter

model by equation (1). 

In Fig. 3. as can be seen the agreement between

measured and predicted model is excellence of 0.2×10 -6

m value of XJ while the other value of XJ is not

excellence.Since the dimension of MOSFET is wide

channel width, thus has no effect of a narrow channel

THeffect. Fig. 4. compare the measured value of V  by the

effect of ETA with those predicted mismatch model of

short channel MOSFET.

D SIn Fig. 4, The effect of static feedback (high V )

and short channect are signinificantly effect on short

D Schannel MOSFET. As can be seen that the highter V

THthe lower V . The error between measured with

predicted mismatch model is approximately 12 % for all

D SV  operation. Fig. 5. compare the measured value of

THV  by the effect of DELTA with those predicted

mismatch model of W-array MOSFET.

In Fig. 5, Due to the DELTA, channel width effect

THparameter thus the V  is increased as the channel width

is decreased. The agreement between measured and

predicted model is low level of error. For a small size

D Sof MOS(narrow W, short L) at height V  biasing at the

drain terminal. The effect of DELTA, XJ and ETA

should be include. Fig.6. compare the measured value of

THV  with those predicted mismatch model of small

(narrow W, short L) MOSFET.

Fig. 6: Measured versus predicted mismatch model of

THV   for small size MOSFET.

Conclusion: The parameter mismatch model XJ,

DELTA and ETA are significant parameter of threshold

voltage when the MOSFET are scale down. An

extraction methodology of these parameters have been

proposed. The threshold voltage between mismatch

model equation with measured will be compared on the

W-array, L-array and small size of MOSFET. As can be

THseen, the V  has been change rapidly as the channel

length and channel width scale down and has a linearly

D Srelation  with V . The agemment between measured

with model is still low level of error.The model and its

extraction methodology will be developed and discuss

later on .
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